Schools Representing Multiple Programs

(Table 1) American University College of Arts & Sciences, Graduate Admissions
American University's College of Arts and Sciences (CAS) offers more than 50 master's, doctoral, and certificate programs taught by award-winning faculty. http://www.american.edu/cas/admissions/

(Table 2) Bentley University, McCallum Graduate School of Business
Bentley University offers 8 Masters programs and 3 MBA programs. www.bentley.edu/graduate

(Table 3) Boston College, Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Boston College's Graduate School of Arts & Sciences is the oldest and largest of the University's eight schools and colleges, offering graduate degree programs in the humanities, social sciences and natural sciences, leading to the degrees of Doctor of Philosophy, Master of Arts and Master of Science. With approximately 1,000 students and 400 full-time faculty, the Graduate School is small enough to know you as a person, but large enough to serve you and prepare you for a rewarding life and satisfying career. http://gsas.bc.edu

(Table 4) Emerson College, Graduate Programs
Emerson College offers 12 Graduate Programs in communication and the arts. www.emerson.edu

(Table 5) The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University
The Fletcher School is distinctive among leading professional schools of international affairs for our collaborative, cross-disciplinary approach to identifying and illuminating those connections. Students representing more than 70 countries join with an experienced faculty to inform classroom discussions with diverse viewpoints. Immersed in this dynamic environment, broadly knowledgeable and inquisitive leaders develop a thorough and nuanced grounding in the latest political, economic, business and legal thinking and translate it into practical successful actions that shape international issues and events. The flexibility of our curriculum allows students to tailor their education to their particular interests and to explore those interests from new perspectives. Both professors and alumni are active players on the global stage who are ready and willing to share their experiences and contacts in the public, private and nonprofit sectors. Connections made at Fletcher impact the academic community. fletcher.tufts.edu

(Table 6) Georgetown University, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
The Graduate School of Arts & Sciences at Georgetown University is an exciting and diverse academic community that offers students a wide array of programs from which to choose. Program opportunities range from doctorates in established disciplines to interdisciplinary masters degrees in emerging field. In addition, access to numerous dual-degree programs makes it possible for students to pursue courses of study that are highly specific to their intellectual interests and career plans. Degrees conferred: MA, MS, MPP, MPM, PhD grad.georgetown.edu

(Table 7) Iona College, Hagan School of Business and School of Arts & Science
Iona College's Hagan School of Business and School of Arts & Science offers a variety of programs, including Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Master of Business Administration, Master of Science in Accounting, and Master of Science in Management. www.iona.edu
Iona offers personalized graduate degree programs designed to accommodate busy lives. With accelerated programs and flexible schedules, we can help you advance your career goals and aspirations as you balance the demands of work and family. Our graduate programs have national and international accreditations that ensure worldwide respect for your accomplishments. Two locations—our New Rochelle campus and our Rockland Graduate Center—offer added convenience and flexibility (and one program, our MA in Public Relations, is also offered in Manhattan’s Rockefeller Center) www.iona.edu

Lesley University
Graduate Admissions
Lesley University empowers students to become dynamic, thoughtful leaders in education, mental health counseling, and the arts. Located in the heart of Cambridge, Massachusetts, home to the world’s best-known universities, Lesley combines an intensely creative environment with the practical experience students need to succeed in their careers. Each year, 2,500 undergraduate and 5,300 graduate students pursue degrees on campus, off site, online, and through our low-residency programs. Along with our 84,000 alumni, they’re discovering the power of creativity to overcome obstacles, foster connections, and reveal fresh answers to the world’s problems. www.lesley.edu

University of Maine
Graduate Admissions
The University of Maine generates cutting-edge research in over 100 areas of graduate study. Today, our graduate students are working with NASA to design components for inter-planetary research, traveling across the globe to follow pollution streams from Australia to Antarctica, and publishing ground-breaking research about topics ranging from consumer behavior to limb-regeneration. At the University of Maine, you define tomorrow. www.umaine.edu/graduate

University of Southern Maine
Graduate Studies
The University of Southern Maine offers 50+ programs at the master’s, doctoral and certificate levels, including programs in Business, Education, Leadership, Creative Writing, Music, Policy, Planning and Management – as well as Public Health, Social Work, Counseling, Biology, Nursing and Occupational Therapy, among many others. https://usm.maine.edu/graduate

Marlboro College
Graduate and Professional Studies
The graduate and professional studies program at Marlboro College is a community of visionary individuals who devote their collective talents toward shaping a better world. In our graduate, certification, and continuing education options, students are encouraged to be who they are – and become who they want to be – by learning, discussing, creating, and collaborating with others. Our MA in Teaching programs provide the skills and knowledge to reignite teachers’ passion, dedication, and drive to lead and inspire. Our MS in Management and MBA students become effective leaders equipped to make strong, ethical business choices that create lasting positive impact. https://www.marlboro.edu/academics/graduate

Merrimack College
Graduate Admission
Merrimack College offers graduate programs in the following areas: accounting, management, public affairs, engineering, computer science, education, counseling, and health sciences. All of our graduate programs are full-time, intensive degree programs, which can also be completed on a part-time, flexible schedule. There is no fee to apply and applications are accepted on a rolling admission basis. merrimack.edu/graduate

Queen’s University Belfast
Post Graduate Studies
Queen’s University Belfast offers a world-class student experience founded on academic heritage and tradition with innovation. Founded in 1845, Queen’s is the 9th oldest university in the UK and a proud member of the Russel Group in the UK, the top 24 research-intensive universities in the nation. Every year, approximately 1,800 international students from over 100 different countries are welcomed on campus. Amongst a total student population of 23,000, Queen’s international students live with students from Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland and the rest of the UK. Offering a comprehensive range of course options, Queen’s provides an excellent academic environment coupled with an experience in one of Europe’s most fashionable capital cities. Queen’s is located in the heart of the city’s cultural, artistic and social scenes, offering a unique blend of Irish and British cultures. www.qub.ac.uk

Suffolk University
Office of Graduate Admission
Suffolk University is a private institution that offers more than 50 graduate programs through the College of Arts & Sciences and the Sawyer Business School. Positioned in the heart of Boston, Suffolk prides itself on its centralized location, steps from the city’s thriving financial, healthcare, political, and social districts. With small class sizes and a focus on providing a dynamic and relevant learning experience for all students, Suffolk ensures that you will acquire the practical tools needed to help you succeed and realize your goals, both personally and professionally. suffolk.edu/grad

Thomas College
Graduate Admission
We’re glad you’re thinking about advancing your career through further education. Consider how Thomas can help you get there with our options for full-time, part-time, and professional development studies. Hard-working students will succeed at Thomas. We look forward to
hearing about the achievements, abilities, and experiences that have primed you for success in graduate study at Thomas. We are unique in that we offer 10-month Accelerated Programs in Business, Education and Accounting! http://www.thomas.edu/academics/graduate-programs/